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Abstract: Transient stability constrained optimal power flow (TSCOPF) is a non-linear optimisation problem used to
perform economic dispatches while ensuring TS. This study proposes a multi-contingency TSCOPF model that retains
the dynamics of all generators and includes a transient synchronous generator fourth-order dq-axis model. A program
is developed that automatically reads the system data from standard files, builds the multiple-contingency TSCOPF
model on a high-level modelling system and solves it using a non-heuristic interior point algorithm. This approach
facilitates the application of the model to a variety of systems and scenarios. A TSC based on the speed deviation
instead of the rotor angle is proposed. Results obtained on several standard systems are shown. The proposed method
is applied to the northwest Spanish transmission system to obtain an optimised dispatch that ensures TS after any of a
number of faults, and to assess the economic impact of fault-clearing times at different substations.
Nomenclature
Name
t t
Variable
 Units

E ′

d , E
′
q

t t

generator internal transient voltage components
 pu
Efd , Efdexc, i
 field voltage and field voltage signal
 pu

Itd , I

t
q
 generator output current components
 pu
IG
 magnitude of generator output current
 pu

Imn
 current between buses m and n
 pu

Pt
e
 generator active power output
 pu
PG, QG
 pre-fault generator active and reactive power
outputs
pu
V
 bus voltage magnitude
 pu

V t
term
 voltage at the generator connection bus
 pu
α
 bus voltage phase
 rad

δt
 rotor angle
 rad

ΔPt
 turbine governor output
 pu

Dvt

COI
 centre of inertia speed deviation
 pu

Δωt
 generator speed deviation
 pu

j
 bus angle between current and voltage
 rad

D
 damping coefficient
 pu

H
 inertia constant
 s

()MAX()MIN
 upper and lower limits of the variables

KEXC
 excitation system gain
 pu

KTG
 turbine governor gain
 pu

ra
 armature resistance
 pu

PD, QD
 active and reactive power demands
 pu

T ′
d0, T

′
q0
 generator transient time constants
 S
TEXC
 excitation system time constant
 S

TTG
 turbine governor time constant
 s

Vref
 excitation system voltage reference
 pu

xd, xq
 dq-axis synchronous reactances
 pu

Y
 reduced admittance matrix
 pu

Y bus
 bus admittance matrix
 pu

Yij
 magnitude of the element (i,j) of Y
 pu

Y bus
mn
 magnitude of the element (m,n) of Y bus
 pu
Δt
 time step
 s

θij
 phase of the element (i,j) of Y
 rad

ubusmn
 phase of the element (m,n) of Y bus
 rad

ω0
 frequency reference
 rad/s
Sets
G
 generators

L
 non-generator buses

N
 buses

T
 time steps
1 Introduction

Transient stability constrained optimal power flow (TSCOPF) is an
optimisation problem that simultaneously includes static and
dynamic constraints in the formulation. TSCOPF has received
growing interest in the last decade as a tool for preventing
transient instability because of its combination of economic
objectives, steady-state PF equations and dynamic simulations in a
single model [1–3].

To be a useful tool in dynamic security assessment, a TSCOPF
model must represent the dynamics of the network with sufficient
accuracy, comparable with that of the dynamic simulations
routinely performed by transmission system operators. The high
non-linearity of electromechanical oscillations in power systems
makes TSCOPF models difficult to solve. As the corresponding
programming model has a very large dimension and requires heavy
computation, most of the effort in this field have been centred on
reducing the scale of the problem and improving computation
efficiency. Some studies apply iterative algorithms, running the
dynamic simulation of a fault and correcting the generation
dispatch at each iteration [4–8]. In some cases, time-domain
simulations are run on commercial software such as power system
simulator for engineering (PSSE) [9, 10]. This approach makes it
possible to increase the detail and complexity of the dynamic
model, but poses the problem of dealing with unstable cases that
may result in numerical failure of the time-domain simulator. Other
studies make use of direct methods to reduce the size and
complexity of the optimisation model [11–16], relying on reduced
dynamic models such as the single-machine equivalent. These
works apply several iterations to refine the heuristic constraints, are
usually applied to single fault studies with few exceptions [17] and
can be used on power systems of virtually any size, but rely on a
simplified model and can be ill-suited for complex patterns of
oscillations [1]. In [18], a transformation of the original formulation
to the Euclidean space is applied to analyse the stability of the
system without representing the trajectories of the variables, but
this approach makes it difficult to evaluate the behaviour of the
variables after the fault. Similar approaches are followed in [19,
20], where Lyapunov functions are used, and [21].
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Multi-contingency (MC) studies and complex multi-machine
oscillations can be addressed if fault and post-fault states of
different contingencies are included in the optimisation model and
the dynamics of all synchronous machines are preserved. This
paper applies an MC TSCOPF model that preserves the dynamics
of all synchronous machines during the analysed time frame, and
that includes a transient fourth-order dq-axis dynamic model of the
synchronous generator that represents electromagnetic transients in
the rotor. The model is intended for systems in the size of tens of
generators or reduced areas within larger power systems. The
differential equations corresponding to the fault and post-fault
dynamics of different contingencies are discretised using the
trapezoidal rule and included as algebraic equations. The main
drawbacks of this approach are the size and complexity of the
resulting model. Previous works that use this technique are usually
applied to small systems [22–24] and use the classical
synchronous generator model, though this model is generally
regarded as inaccurate for TS studies [25]. Significant advances in
terms of computational time have been achieved using dedicated
solvers [26] and parallel computing [27], though these works are
also limited to the classical generator model. An interesting
approach has recently combined a sequential and a simultaneous
method [28] that makes it possible to increase the size and the
detail of the model. Recently, the application field of transient
constrained dispatch has also been expanded to the unit
commitment problem [29, 30].

This paper presents a software framework that facilitates the
application of the proposed MC TSCOPF model. It includes a
program developed in Python language that reads the data of a
transmission system in standard PSSE format and automatically
constructs the model in general algebraic modelling system
(GAMS) language [31]. The model is then compiled and solved
using a standard non-linear programming (NLP) solver. No
time-domain simulations are required outside the GAMS solver.
The result is a flexible and efficient tool in which the modelling of
multiple contingencies is straightforward and the trajectories of the
variables can be analysed directly on the solution.

The main contributions of this paper are:

† A software framework to apply MC TSCOPF analysis to power
systems. Input data are taken from PSSE standard files and the
whole process is made transparent to the user. The model is
constructed in a high-level modelling system, which facilitates the
use of off-the-self solvers.
† The inclusion of a fourth-order transient synchronous generator
model in the proposed MC TSCOPF model.
† The implementation of a TS constraint based on rotor speed
deviation, which is better suited for large systems than the rotor
angle constraints commonly used in TSCOPF.

The proposed tool is used to calculate the optimal dispatch that
ensures TS, the increase in cost with respect to the OPF and the
economic impact of fault-clearing times (FCTs). Results are shown
on several standard test cases and on the northwest Spanish
Peninsular System.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 shows the TSCOPF
mathematical model; Section 3 explains the practical framework
used to apply the model; Section 4 discusses the TS criterion
based on the speed deviation; Section 5 shows results obtained on
I2mn − Ymn
Bus2 Vm cos am − Vn cos an

( )[

Vi sin d0i − ai

( )
− E′0

di + IGi rai sin d0i − ai

([
Vi cos d0i − ai

( )
− E′0

qi + IGi rai cos d0i − a
([

KEXCi Vref i − V 0
termi

( )
− E0

fdexc, i = 0; D

2

several test cases and on the Spanish northwest power system; and
Section 6 is the conclusion.
2 Mathematical model

TS analysis involves three periods: pre-fault, fault and post-fault.
These periods are explicitly included in the TSCOPF model as
equality and inequality constraints. The pre-fault stage, as in any
conventional OPF, is represented by equality constraints that
correspond to PF equations [32] and inequality constraints that
represent limits on the production of power plants, on the voltage
at buses and on the current through lines and transformers [33].
The initialisation of dynamic variables also corresponds to the
pre-fault stage. During the fault and post-fault periods, loads are
represented as constant admittances. The Kron reduction is applied
to the admittance matrix to retain only the internal nodes of the
generators and reduce the computational effort, a usual procedure
in TSCOPF.

The complete set of equations of the optimisation model is

min.f (PGi) =
∑

∀i
aiP

2
Gi + biPGi + ci

( )
(1)

subject to

PGi − PDi − Vi

∑
∀n

VnY
Bus
in cos ai − an − uBusin

( )
= 0

QGi − QDi − Vi

∑
∀n

VnY
Bus
in sin ai − an − uBusin

( )
= 0

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (2)

PDl + Vl

∑
∀n

VnY
Bus
ln cos al − an − uBusln

( )
= 0

QDl + Vl

∑
∀n

VnY
Bus
ln sin al − an − uBusln

( )
= 0

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (3)

(see (4))

IGiVi

( )2−P2
Gi − Q2

Gi = 0 (5)

sin wi − QGi/ViIGi = 0 (6)

E′ 0
di − xqi − x′

qi

( )
IGi cos d0i − ai + wi

( )
= 0

E′ 0
qi + xdi − x′

di

( )
IGi sin d0i − ai + wi

( )
− E0

fdi = 0

⎫⎬
⎭ (7)

(see (8))

I0di − IGi sin d0i − ai + wi

( )
= 0

I0qi − IGi cos d0i − ai + wi

( )
= 0

}
(9)

(see (10))
(see equations (11)–(13) at the bottom of the next page)

dt+1
i − dti − Dt

2
v0 Dvt+1

i + Dvt
i

( )
= 0 (14)

(see equations (15) and (16) at the bottom of the next page)
2 + Vm sin am − Vn sin an

( )2] = 0 (4)

+ wi

)
− x′

qi cos d0i − ai + wi

( )]
= 0

i + wi

)
+ x′

di sin d0i − ai + wi

( )]
= 0

⎫⎬
⎭ (8)

P0
i = 0; P0

ei − PGi = 0; Dv0
i = 0 (10)
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Pt
ei − E′t

diI
t
di − E′t

qiI
t
qi = 0 (17)

I tdi −
∑
∀j
Yij E ′ t

dj
cos dti − dtj − uij

( )
+

(
E ′ t
qj sin dti − dtj − uij

( ))
= 0

I tqi −
∑
∀j
Yij E ′ t

qj
cos dti − dtj − uij

( )
−

(
E ′ t
dj sin dti − dtj − uij

( ))
= 0

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭

(18)

V t2
term, i − E ′ t

di + x′
diI

t
qi

( )2
+ E ′ t

qi − x′
diI

t
di

( )2
= 0 (19)

Dvt
COI −

∑
∀i

HiDv
t
i/
∑

∀i
Hi = 0 (20)

0 ≤ PGi ≤ PMAX; 0 ≤ IGi ≤ IMAX
Gi (21)

VMIN ≤Vm ≤VMAX; − IMAX
mn ≤ Imn ≤ IMAX

mn ; EMIN
fd ≤E0

fdi ≤EMAX
fd

(22)

−DvMAX ≤ Dvt
i − Dvt

COI ≤ DvMAX (23)

∀i, j [ G{ }; ∀l [ L{ }; ∀m, n [ N
{ }

; ∀t [ T{ }

The objective function (1) is the power generation cost, calculated as
a quadratic function. However, other conventional cost functions can
be used to minimise deviation with respect to a schedule, to
minimise power losses etc.

Equations (2)–(10) correspond to the pre-fault stage. Equality
constraints (2) and (3) represent the balance between input and
output powers in the generation and non-generation buses.
Equation (4) calculates the current through the branches (lines and
transformers). Equations (5) and (6) calculate the output current
and power factor of the generators. Equations (7)–(10) calculate
the initial conditions of the state variables.

Equations (11)–(14) result from the application of the trapezoidal
rule to the differential equations of the transient synchronous
fourth-order generator model [34, 35]

dE′
di

dt
= 1

T ′
q0i

−E′
di + xqi − x′

qi

( )
Iqi

( )
(24)

dE′
qi

dt
= 1

T ′
d0i

−E′
qi − xdi − x′

di

( )
Idi + Efdi

( )
(25)
E ′ t+1
di 1 + Dt

2

1

T ′
q0i

( )
− E ′ t

di 1 − Dt

2

1

T ′
q0i

( )
−

E′ t+1
qi 1 + Dt

2

1

T ′
d0i

( )
− E′

qit 1 − Dt

2

1

T ′
d0i

( )
− Dt

2

1

T ′
d0i

Dvt+1
i 1 + Di

Dt

2

1

2Hi

( )
− Dvt

i 1 − Di
Dt

2

1

2Hi

( )
− D

2

DPt+1
i 1 + Dt

2

1

TTGi

( )
− DPt

i 1 − Dt

2

1

TT

(

Et+1
fdexc, i 1 + Dt

2

1

TEXCi

( )
− Et

fdexc, i 1 − Dt

2

1

TEXCi

( )
Et
fdi = min Et

fdexc, i, EfdiMAX

{ }
Et
fdi = max Et

fdexc, i, EfdiMIN

{ }
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dDvi

dt
= 1

2Hi

Pmi − Pei − DiDvi

( )
(26)

ddi
dt

= v0Dvi (27)

The interface between the synchronous generator and the grid
consists of a voltage source E′

di + jE′
qi behind an impedance

rai + jx′
di. Machine variables are referred to a dq reference frame

fixed to the rotor, while grid variables are usually referred to a
common synchronous rotating αβ reference frame. Fig. 1 shows
both reference frames, together with internal voltage E′

i and output
current Ii. The rotation equations needed to change from one
machine reference frame to other are implicitly included in the
model. This removes all αβ–dq rotations and reduces the number
of equality constraints in the optimisation model.

Equation (15) results from the application of the trapezoidal rule to
the turbine governor model

dDPi

dt
= − 1

TTGi
KTGiDvi + DPi

( )
(28)

Equation (16) results from the application of the trapezoidal rule to
the voltage regulator model, which is a reduced version of the
simplified excitation system [36] and includes a limit on the field
voltage

dEfdexc, i

dt
= 1

TEXCi
−Efdexc, i + KEXCi Vref i − Vterm, i

( )[ ]
Efdi = min Efdexc, i, EfdiMAX

{ }
Efdi = max Efdexc, i, EfdiMIN

{ }

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

(29)

Equation (17) calculates the active power output of the generators at
each time step. Equation (18) calculates the current in the generators
as a function of the reduced admittance matrix Y . Equation (19)
calculates terminal voltage Vterm. Equation (20) calculates the
centre of inertia (COI) speed deviation, which is later used in
the TS constraint. Equations (21) represent the capability limits of
the generators. Equation (22) defines limits to bus voltages, branch
currents and machine initial field voltages. The rest of the
variables are also maintained within specified large limits, as it is
usually done in constrained optimisation.
Dt

2

1

T ′
q0i

xqi − x′
qi

( )
I t+1
qi + I tqi

( )
= 0 (11)

Et+1
fdi + Et

fdi

( )
− xdi − x′

di

( )
I t+1
di + I tdi

( )[ ]
= 0 (12)

t 1

2Hi

2Pmi + DPt+1
i + DPt

i − Pt+1
ei − Pt

ei

( )
= 0 (13)

Gi

)
+ Dt

2

KTGi

TTGi
Dvt+1

i + Dvt
i

( )
= 0 (15)

− Dt

2

KEXCi

TEXCi
2Vref i − V t+1

term, i − V t
term, i

( )
= 0

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

(16)
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Fig. 1 Internal voltage, output current and reference frames for the ith
generator

Fig. 2 Flowchart showing the building and solution of the MC TSCOPF
model
Equation (23) is the TS constraint, which is based on the
synchronous machines speed deviation as explained in Section 4.

MC analysis is provided by replicating variables

E′
di, E

′
qi, Idi, Iqi, di, Dvi, DvCOI, DPi, Pei, Efdi, Efdexc,i

{ }
and

(11)–(20) for each contingency in the optimisation model. As
steady-state variables are unique in the optimisation model, the
Fig. 3 Automatic building of the TSCOPF GAMS model

4

optimal solution guarantees that all generators will maintain
synchronism if any of the modelled contingencies occurs.
3 Practical application framework

One of the advantages of the adopted approach is that the model is
directly handled by a generic NLP solver. No previous
discrimination between critical and non-critical machines is
needed. However, the size and complexity of the optimisation
model formulated in Section 2 make it laborious to build the
equations even for small systems. Furthermore, subsequent
changes in the system to represent different operation points or
different set of faults require to rewrite large parts of the model.
To make the model useful from a practical point of view, the
automatic procedure depicted in Fig. 2 is implemented.

The power system topology, the PF data, the dynamic parameters
and the static constraints are read from standard files. In this case,
PSSE raw files are used because PSSE is the program used by the
Spanish transmission system operator to simulate the transmission
system. Information about the location of the faults and the
switching operations applied to clear them is written in another
file. A Python program reads these files, constructs the pre-fault,
fault and post-fault admittance matrices, and writes the complete
model in GAMS language. The model is then fed into a GAMS
interpreter, compiled and solved using a generic NLP solver. The
results provided in this paper are obtained using interior point
optimiser (IPOPT) an open source software package for large-scale
non-linear optimisation that implements an interior point line
search filter method [37, 38].

The Python program is central to this scheme. It builds the
TSCOPF GAMS model, making the most laborious part of the
procedure transparent to the user. Fig. 3 shows the correlations
between the input data and the equations of the optimisation
model described in Section 2. The source code corresponding to
the Python program and the GAMS file has been made publicly
available from a public server as explained in the Appendix.

Changes in the network topology, the load or the power system
constraints can be applied using the PSSE graphical user interface
before running the MC TSCOPF. The result is a flexible tool that
facilitates the application to different systems, scenarios, sets of
faults and solvers.
4 TS criterion

Previous works on TSCOPF implement the TS constraint as a limit
on the rotor angles, typically 100° with respect to the COI angle
[22–25]. This constraint is well suited for small power systems,
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., pp. 1–9
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Fig. 4 IEEE 118 bus test system. The fault locations and changes in dispatch correspond to the study as shown in Section 5.1

Fig. 5 Speed and angle stability criteria in an IEEE 118 bus system stable
case

a Synchronous generator frequency deviation
b Synchronous generator rotor angle
but can result in conservative solutions when applied to relatively
large systems, because large voltage angle differences can exist
between parts of the system as a result of pre-fault PFs and not as
a result of any instability. For example, [42, Fig. D1a] shows a
case taken from the continental Europe power system in which
voltage phase angle differences between the North and the South
of Europe are larger than 110°.

In this paper, the TS constraint is defined as a limit on the rotor
speed deviation of every generator with respect to the COI speed
deviation. This ensures that the stability constraint is violated only
if one or more machines lose synchronism with respect to the rest
of the system, regardless of the angle differences in the
steady-state operating point.

The advantage of the rotor angle over the speed deviation as a TS
criterion is illustrated by a case taken from the IEEE 118 bus system,
depicted in Fig. 4. The pre-fault rotor angles of the 20 synchronous
generators are shown in Table 1. Fig. 5 shows the speed deviations
(a) and rotor angles (b) after a fault at bus 13. It can be seen that the
case is stable and that all speed deviations remain within the stability
limit. However, rotor angles violate the angular stability limit
δCOI ± 100° . In this case, the rotor angle stability criterion would
lead to a conservative solution. While the rotor angle limit can be
expanded to account for pre-fault large angle differences, this
would risk accepting unstable cases or require larger simulation
times with the consequent increase in model size.
Table 1 IEEE 118 bus system initial operating point

Generator 10 12 19 25 26 32 49 54 61 65 66 69 76 80 87 89 92 100 111 113

δo, deg 74 50 48 47 47 49 43 41 50 16 24 −1 10 −7 −18 −35 −26 −31 −42 40

IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., pp. 1–9
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Fig. 6 Comparison between the solution of the TSCOPF model and a time-domain simulation in PSSE

Table 3 Solution of the TSCOPF including two faults

Six
bus

IEEE
30

IEEE
57

New
England

IEEE
118

size (N /G) 6/3 30/6 57/7 39/10 118/20
number of variables 6414 10,146 11,854 16,777 41,752
number of
constraints

7747 12,286 14,351 20,341 50,624

number of
iterations

74 30 75 65 49

memory usage, MB 4.9 11.1 19.2 107 258.3
CPU time, s
compilation <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1
model generation 0.224 0.264 0.341 0.628 1.92
NLP functions
evaluation

0.95 0.97 3.0 16.4 84

solver IPOPT 8 10 34 135 535

Table 2 Solution of the TSCOPF including one fault

Six
bus

IEEE
30

IEEE
57

New
England

IEEE
118

size (N /G) 6/3 30/6 57/7 39/10 118/20
number of variables 3189 5119 6004 8454 21,049
Number of
constraints

3889 6193 7257 10,243 25,498

number of iterations 27 23 44 59 43
memory usage, MB 4.2 3.9 15.9 60.4 68.2
CPU time, s
compilation <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1
model generation 0.184 0.203 0.257 0.412 1.13
NLP functions
evaluation

0.43 0.57 1.8 10.8 56

solver IPOPT 5 3 10 60 375

Fig. 7 Effect of the TSCOPF on the dispatch of the IEEE 118 bus system

6

5 Results

5.1 Application to standard test systems

The proposed method is first applied to several standard cases to
show its performance and to evaluate the computational cost of the
solution. The following systems are studied: six bus system
described in [35], IEEE 30 bus, IEEE 57 bus, New England 39
bus and IEEE 118 buses test cases [39–41].

The solution of the TSCOPF model has been checked against a
time-domain simulation in PSSE. Fig. 6 shows the speed deviation
of the synchronous generators in the New England 39 bus system
when a fault is applied at bus 31. Time step Δt is 0.01 s in both
the TSCOPF model and the PSSE simulation.

The performance of the algorithm when applied to one and two
faults is shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. The central
processing unit (CPU) times correspond to the solution using
GAMS and solver IPOPT on a computer with a 2.5 GHz processor
and a Linux operating system. In all cases, no convergence
problems are observed.

It can be seen that the main factor affecting CPU time is the
number of generators. The New England power system, for
example, has more generators, but fewer buses than the IEEE 57
bus system, and the resulting CPU time is longer. The reason is
that the size of the reduced admittance matrix Y is proportional to
the square of the number of generators.

The size of the optimisation model increases almost linearly with
the number of contingencies analysed. The CPU time, however, does
not increase always linearly because the solution of some faults is
computationally more demanding than others.

A deeper analysis of the solutions is performed in the IEEE 118
buses, the largest showed in this section, depicted in Fig. 4. Two
different three-phase short-circuits are analysed on the system: one
at bus 19, cleared by the disconnection of line 19–34 after 300 ms;
IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., pp. 1–9
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Table 4 Comparison between TS limits

Stability criterion ΔCost with respect to OPF, M.U.

ωi− ωCOI| < 0.005 pu unfeasible
|ωi− ωCOI| < 0.01 pu 3112
|ωi− ωCOI| < 0.013 pu 2382
|ωi− ωCOI| < 0.015 pu 1295
|ωi− ωCOI| < 0.02 pu 1295
|ωi− ωCOI| < 0.04 pu 1295
|δi− δCOI| < 50° 1369
|δi− δCOI| < 100° 1295
the other one at bus 49, cleared by the disconnection of line 49–54
after 300 ms. Buses 19 and 49 are selected because they are
critical from the point of view of TS: first, they are central buses
with a relatively large number of incoming lines, and second they
are connected to generators that are more likely to lose
synchronism because they are dispatched at full load by the OPF.
For more information about the IEEE 118 bus system and the
coefficients in the cost function, see the Appendix.

Fig. 7 shows the production of the different generators according
to (i) the conventional OPF resulting from solving an optimisation
problem only with (2)–(6) and (21)–(22), (ii) the TSCOPF
considering the fault at bus 19, (iii) the TSCOPF considering the
fault at bus 49 and (iv) an MC-TSCOPF including both faults. It
can be seen that the main effect of the TSCOPF is the reduction of
the production of the generators connected at the faulted buses. As
Fig. 8 Speed deviations in the IEEE 118 bus system as provided by the MC
TSCOPF

a Fault applied at bus 19
b Fault applied at bus 49

IET Gener. Transm. Distrib., pp. 1–9
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these generators cannot maintain stability after the fault when
operating at full load, the solution of the TSCOPF reduces their
production to comply with the stability constraints. When faults at
buses 19 and 49 are studied separately, the optimal solution of the
TSCOPF results in a cost increase of 450.0 M.U. (Monetary Units)
and 773.8 M.U. with respect to a conventional OPF. When both
faults are simultaneously included in the MC model, the solution
of the MC TSCOPF results in a cost increase of 1294.7 M.U. The
effect of the MC TSCOPF can be also observed in Fig. 4, in
which the colours of the generators represent the variation in the
dispatch provided by the MC TSCOPF with respect to the
dispatch of the OPF.

Several speed deviation limits have been simulated to select the
value used in the study. Table 4 shows the cost obtained with each
limit. A limit too low results in TSCOPFs too conservative
(|ωi− ωCOI| < 0.01, 0.013 pu) or even unfeasible (|ωi− ωCOI| <
0.005 pu). A maximum deviation of 0.02 pu has been found
experimentally to be a good value to discriminate between stable
and unstable cases. The costs for two maximum angle limits are
also shown for comparison; in this particular case, a maximum
angle |δi− δCOI| < 100° serves also as a good TS constraint,
because there are no large voltage angle differences in the
steady-state solution.

Fig. 8 shows the speed deviations and active power productions
provided by the optimal solution of the two-faults MC TSCOPF.
The speeds of the generators are constrained within a band of
0.02 pu above and below the speed of the COI. It can be seen that
after either of the faults, the speed deviation is maintained inside
the specified limits. The generator closest to the fault is the most
affected by the fault in terms of speed deviation and active power
oscillations.

An interesting application of the proposed model is as a tool to
assess the selection of short-circuit protection devices. Faster
protections can improve TS, but it is difficult to evaluate their
economic impact without using an MC TSCOPF. A systematic
study of the effect of the protection speed has been performed,
solving the MC TSCOPF model with different FCTs from 200 to
300 ms. Results are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that a
reduction of the operating cost from 1294 to 536 M.U. (59%) can
be achieved if the FCT is reduced from 300 to 220 ms for both
faults. It can also be seen that the savings obtained by the
reduction of the FCT at bus 49 is 54% larger than the savings
obtained by the reduction at bus 19.

5.2 Application to the Spanish northwest power system

The Spanish northwest power system is a meshed transmission grid
connected to the Spanish and Portuguese systems through two
substations (Castelle and La Lomba). Fig. 10 shows all 380 kV
lines, together with the main power plants in the area.
Fig. 9 Effect of the FCT on the IEEE 118 bus system
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Fig. 10 MC analysis of the Spanish northwest system
The proposed method is applied to the economic dispatch
provided by the daily market during the peak hour, shown in
Column 2 in Table 5. Dynamic simulations using detailed models
in PSSE show that the operation point provided by the market
results in a loss of rotor angle stability after a fault either at As
Pontes or at Meson do Vento substation. The MC TSCOPF is
applied taking into account five faults at the substations marked in
Fig. 10, using time step Δt = 0.01 s. An objective function that
penalises the deviation from the results of the market is used to
represent redispatching costs. Column 3 in Table 5 shows the
optimal dispatch provided by the MC TSCOPF when the
maximum FCT at each 380 kV substation is 300 ms, which is
currently the case when taking into account primary and backup
protection systems. It can be seen that power output is reduced at
plants A and C, that are connected close to substation As Pontes,
Table 6 Redispatching costs according with the substation where FCT
is reduced (minimum costs are marked in bold)

Substation where FCT
is reduced to 200 ms

Redispatch cost
(first substation), €

Redispatch cost (second
substation after As

Pontes), €

1. Cartelle 13,275 7113
2. Meson do Vento 13,256 6286
3. As Pontes 7115 –

4. Boimente 13,666 7115
5. Xove 13,666 7115

Table 5 Power dispatch in megawatts provided by the market and the
MC TSCOPF

Plant Market FCT
300 ms

FCT 200
ms at As
Pontes

FCT 200 ms at
As Pontes and

Meson do
Vento

FCT 200 ms at
all substations

A 1250 866 1250 1209 1210
B 320 320 277 320 320
C 550 386 442 438 443
D 50 366 59 50 50
E 200 58 172 200 200
F 200 173 171 171 200
export 370 −31 171 188 223
ΔCost,
€

0 13,666 7115 6286 5922
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and that production costs increases in 13,666 €. This is the
minimum cost at which angle stability can be ensured for all five
contingences. In all cases, simulations in PSSE using complete
detailed models are run to verify the stability of the solution
provided by the optimisation model.

The MC TSCOF is also applied to determine the substation(s)
where the reduction of the FCT down to 200 ms results in the
highest economic saving. Table 6 shows that substation As Pontes
is the most suitable, because it results in a cost reduction from
13,666 down to 7115 € (48%). Column 3 shows that once the
protection at As Pontes is made faster, the next investment should
be made at Meson do Vento because it reduces redispatching costs
down to 6286 €. Columns 4–6 in Table 5 show the power dispatch
corresponding to these two cases and to a complete upgrade of all
substations to an FCT of 200 ms.
6 Conclusion

An MC TSCOF model that retains the dynamics of all synchronous
generators is proposed. To improve the applicability of the model, a
method that automatically builds the model in GAMS and solves it
using a standard solver is presented. The simulation of the dynamics
of all power plants makes it possible to account for complex patterns
of oscillations. The evolution of the dynamic variables is observed
directly on the solution of the model. The method has been
successfully tested on systems with up to 20 synchronous
generators. No convergence problems have been observed.

A TS criterion based on the synchronous generators speed
deviation is proposed. One example in which this constraint
provides better results than the classical criterion based on rotor
angle is provided.

The proposed method is applied to the Spanish northwest system
in order to evaluate the economic cost of ensuring TS after a variety
of disturbances. An economic assessment of the impact of installing
faster protections in the 380 kV substations is also performed. Using
the proposed method, the substations where reducing the FCT
contributes to the largest reduction of redispatch costs are identified.
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9 Appendix

See Tables 7 and 8.
The Python program that builds the model in GAMS, the GAMS

model and the IEEE 118 bus system data in PSSE raw format are
published online in http://www.e-archivo.uc3m.es/handle/10016/
23105.
Here, a is in M.U.; b is in M.U./MW; and c is in 10 M.U./MW
system

T′
d0 T′

q0 KEXC TEXC KTG TTG

6 0.5 100 1.0 50 1.0
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